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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background

This Schedule of Conservation Works (or ‘report’), has been prepared on behalf of Truland
Development in the context of a development application submission for the proposed
redevelopment of the site. As part of the proposal, this report has been prepared for the management
and maintenance of the existing internal and external elements of heritage fabric at the site and to
provide the framework for future works at the site. This report should be read in conjunction with the
Statement of Heritage Impact issued by Heritage 21 in October 2018.

1.2

Site Identification

As depicted in Figure 1 below, the subject site is situated near the intersection of Princes Highway and
Lacey Street. The allotment is situated within the boundaries of the Georges River Council. The site is
located on the southern side of Princes Highway and borders Beverley Park and Kogarah Bay. The
general vicinity of the site is characterised by an undulating landscape, with the subject site
constituting a mid-level point of this area.

Figure 1. Aerial view of the site highlighted in yellow. (Source: NSW Land and Property Information,
‘SIX Maps’, n.d., http://maps.six.nsw.gov.au/.)
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1.3
1.3.1

Heritage Status
Heritage Listings

The site known as 186-188 Princes Highway is listed as an item of environmental heritage in the
Kogarah Local Environmental Plan 2012 (‘KLEP’). As depicted in Figure 2 below, no other locally-listed
heritage items are within the vicinity of the site.
Item Name

Address

Significance

Item No.

House and Garden, McWilliam
House

186 – 188 Princes Highway, Beverley Park

Local

I3

Figure 2. Detail from Heritage Map HER_007; the subject site is marked brown. (Source: NSW Legislation
Online, http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/#/view/epi/2013/313/maps).

1.3.2

Heritage Conservation Area

As depicted in Figure 2 above, the site is not located within the boundaries of any heritage
conservation area (‘HCA’) as listed in the KLEP.

1.4

Purpose

This report has been prepared on behalf of Truland Development, who intends to undertake approved
repairs and maintenance work at the site. This report would be used to determine the condition and
significance of the fabric at the site and present the recommended conservation and maintenance
measures. This report also considers the condition and significance of the fabric at the site in relation
to how proposed works would have a negative, neutral or positive impact on the significance of the
heritage item and works in conjunction with the Statement of Heritage Impact written for the site.
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1.5

Authors

This Schedule of Conservation Works (or ‘report’) has been prepared by Sophie Barbera, overseen by
Paul Rappoport of Heritage 21.

1.6

Limitations
•

This report has been prepared to be read in conjunction with the report titled Statement of
Heritage Impact for the purpose of a development application.

•

This Schedule of Conservation Works is based on the physical evidence found on site. Aspects
of the subject site that were not visually apparent, blocked, inaccessible, barred, obstructed
or unsafe on the day of the arranged inspection are excluded from this report and may be the
subject of general recommendations for further inspection.

•

All care has been given to provide an accurate assessment of the extant materials and
conditions of the site in its current presentation; however, should there be any discrepancies
in between this Schedule of Conservation Works and the qualified trade experts’ findings, the
heritage architect should be consulted before any modifications are made to the specifications
prescribed in this report.

•

It is beyond the scope of this report to address Indigenous associations with the subject site;
to locate or assess potential or known archaeological sub-surface deposits; or to assess items
of movable heritage other than fixtures which are deemed part of the built fabric of the place.
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2.0 METHODOLOGY
The methodology used by Heritage 21 in assessing the heritage significance of a place and providing
recommendations for its conservation is consistent with the principles of The Burra Charter: The
Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance.

2.1

General Principles

This report recommends that the following general ‘Conservation Philosophy’ guide all decisions
impacting heritage fabric at the place, be it permanent or temporary work:
−

All work should be undertaken in accordance with the principles of Australia ICOMOS, The Burra
Charter, 2013.

−

All work to the remaining historic and/or significant fabric of the place should involve the least
possible level of physical intervention. Options for repair or partial replacement of any fabric
should be investigated as a preferred outcome. Replacement material should be like-for-like
(except in exceptional circumstances or when substantial conservation benefits are offered).

−

All work to the place should be informed by a respect for existing historical and/or significant
fabric.

−

Traditional techniques and materials are preferred for the conservation of historic and/or
significant fabric. In some circumstances modern techniques, detailing or materials which offer
substantial conservation benefits may be appropriate.

−

The use of modern materials and techniques is supported for temporary protection works.

−

Specialists carrying out investigative works should have proven experience assessing similar
projects.

−

All work should be carried out by professionals and/or contractors with appropriate levels of
experience and knowledge of traditional construction skills and materials applicable to the
place.

−

Where fabric is to be removed (in order to be replaced or made good) or demolished (intrusive
fabric), it is to be removed employing hand demolition only. No machines are to be used to
remove and demolish fabric. Further, the protection of significant existing fabric is to be ensured
at all times during the removal and/or demolition of fabric.

−

It is recommended that the heritage architect be notified upon discovery of any unknown
element. Such an element shall require a heritage significance assessment. All professional
tradesmen should be made aware of this protocol prior to commencing work.

−

It is outside the scope of this report to address any new fabric or any existing or new services to
be installed at the subject site. However, it should be noted that good ongoing maintenance
and care of these other, non-significant elements is crucial to the integrity and condition of the
subject site as a whole. As such, a plan should be designed and implemented by suitably-
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qualified persons for the proper maintenance of such elements.
−

If in doubt, seek expert advice.

Note: care should be taken where work is being undertaken to or in the vicinity of heritage fabric and
a keen eye should be kept out for revealed original fabric and/or detailing. Should concealed fabric be
uncovered, a Heritage Consultant should be notified immediately to advise further action.

2.2

Maintenance

Maintenance is defined by The Burra Charter as the continuous protective care of the fabric, contents
and setting of a place. Regular expenditure on simple maintenance works is cost effective in the long
term, as problems are identified and treated early, negating the need for expensive major works.
According to the Maintenance Series of publications available online through the NSW Office of
Environment & Heritage website, there are three maintenance categories:
Corrective maintenance: improve the condition
•

This is work necessary to return an element to a stable condition or bring a building to an acceptable
standard.

•

Where funding is not presently available for corrective maintenance, planned maintenance should
recurringly be carried out to stabilise the condition and prevent further deterioration.

Planned maintenance: maintain the condition
•

This is recurring work carried out in order to prevent predictable deterioration and failure of building
components, such as cleaning of gutters.

•

Planned maintenance should aim to maintain a stable condition of fabric in the long term after
corrective maintenance has been carried out where necessary.

Emergency corrective maintenance: respond to unexpected damage
•

This is work that is not predictable and is required to be carried out immediately for reasons of health,
safety or to prevent rapid deterioration of the structure if not performed.

•

Emergency corrective maintenance is excluded from the maintenance guidelines provided in this report.
A response system detailing who is responsible for urgent repairs should be prepared and implemented
by the owners.

For the purpose of providing maintenance guidelines in the Schedule of Conservation Works in
below, fabric identified as being of;
•

Exceptional and high significance should be retained and conserved;

•

Moderate or little significance may be retained and conserved or may be modified or
removed if such change is appropriate for the ongoing conservation of the place or to enable
the re-instatement of more appropriate features such as originals or traditional features of
the period; and

•

Intrusive significance should be removed.
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2.3
2.3.1

Significance Assessment
Significance Grading

The methodology used to assess the heritage significance of elements is based on NSW Office of
Heritage directive, the NSW Heritage Manual: Assessing Heritage Significance (2001), which
determines five grades of significance to ascertain the contribution of individual fabric and elements
to the heritage significance of the place (see Table 1). This system can be used as a planning tool as
the various grades of significance generate different requirements for retention and conservation of
individual spaces.

Table 1. SIGNIFICANCE GRADING FOR INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS
SIGNIFICANCE
GRADING

EXCEPTIONAL

HIGH

MODERATE

EXPLANATION

CONSERVATION ACTIONS/COMMENTS

Rare or outstanding element
directly contributing to an item’s
local and State significance.

Loss or alteration of these elements would detract from the
heritage significance of the place.

High degree of original fabric.
Demonstrates a key element of
the item’s significance. Alterations
do not detract from significance.

Elements identified as High should generally be retained,
restored and conserved in situ. Minor intervention into
fabric including adaption and alteration as defined by The
Burra Charter is permissible provided that the level of
significance of each element is retained giving preference
to changes which are reversible.

Altered or modified elements.
Elements with little heritage value,
but which contribute to the overall
significance of the item.

Building fabric and relationships which are supportive of
the overall significance of the item and have some heritage
value, but do not make an important or key contribution to
the identified heritage values of the place. A greater level
of intervention is permissible. Adaption and alteration is
permissible provided that it protects the identified heritage
values of the place.
Includes fabric which distracts from the heritage value of
the item or fabric related to unsympathetic alteration.
These are components generally of neutral impact on the
significance of the place.

LITTLE

Alterations detract from
significance.
Difficult to interpret.

INTRUSIVE

Damaging to the item’s heritage
significance.

Heritage21
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These elements are generally not regarded as essential to
the major aspects of significance of a building or place.
Both retention and removal are acceptable options. Any
major interventions to the item are best confined to the
areas where the fabric is of little significance.
Includes elements and features which adversely affect the
significance of the place. Removal of these elements would
directly increase the overall heritage value of the item.
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2.3.2

Condition Grading

The condition of individual fabric and elements can be graded per the system outlined in Table 2,
below.
Table 2. CONDITION GRADING FOR INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS
CONDITION
GRADING

EXPLANATION

VERY GOOD

Little or no deterioration.

GOOD

Stable fabric unlikely to require much attention in the next 5 years other than regular
inspections and maintenance as required.

FAIR

Fabric of less stable integrity requiring monitoring in the next 5 years. Likely to require
sundry repairs/conservation.

POOR

Fabric identified as having lost its essential structural integrity on the basis of observed
deterioration. Likely to require essential maintenance and repair in the immediate to
medium term.

VERY POOR

Fabric requiring immediate attention due to its observed dilapidation.
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3.0 HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE
3.1

Established Significance

The following Statement of Significance is available for the site on the State Heritage Inventory:1
This substantial 2 storey sandstone residence is historically significant as it is
representative of the establishments which developed along the main transport routes.
With the removal of the infilled verandahs this residence is a rare, good example of a grand
Victorian Regency residence.

3.2

Contributory Elements

During a site inspection undertaken by Heritage 21 on 19.10.18, the following contributory elements
were identified:
Exterior
Original sandstone building envelope
Roof form (sandstone chimney and terracotta cowls)
Windows (including openings, timber frames and hardware, glazing, sandstone sills)
Sandstone ground floor veranda and associated fabric (stone steps)
Exterior doors to front facade
Interior
Cellular room arrangement off central hallway
Skirtings
Fireplaces
Floor
Doorways (including doors and hardware, architraves)

The above items will be included in the Schedule of Conservation Works in Section 4.0 of this report.

3.3

Structure of Schedule of Conservation Works

This Schedule of Conservation Works considers built fabric of the site and the recommended
conservation actions. The schedule has approached the assessment of fabric room by room. This
Schedule of Conservation Works should be read in conjunction with the Statement of Heritage Impact
prepared by Heritage 21, dated October 2018.

3.4

Recommendations

It is recommended that all work be carried out by suitably qualified conservation professionals and
tradespeople with relevant qualifications and proven experience with heritage buildings. If the

1

House and Garden, McWilliam House. NSW Office of Environment and Heritage, ‘State Heritage Inventory’, Search for NSW Heritage,
n.d., http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp/heritagesearch.aspx.
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appointment of individual tradespersons or companies changes during the conservation works, any
subsequent appointments should rely on the same basis.
All conservation works are to be carried out in accordance of the principles of the Burra Charter and
in particular with Article 3:
Conservation is based on a respect for the existing fabric, use, associations and meanings. It
requires a cautious approach of changing as much as necessary but as little as possible.
All heritage trade experts involved are to apply this principle when removing and replacing significant
heritage fabric and limit replacements to what is necessary as required by the condition of this
element.
It is recommended that the heritage architect be notified upon discovery of any unknown element.
Such element shall require heritage significance assessment. All professional tradesmen should be
made aware of this protocol prior to commencing work
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3.5

Element Layout

Figure 3. Ground floor layout (Heritage 21 annotations identifying elements)
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Figure 4. First floor layout (Heritage 21 annotations identifying elements)
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4.0 SCHEDULE OF CONSERVATION WORKS - INTERIOR
4.1.1

Rooms – Entry Hall (A1)

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Cellular arrangement of rooms, off central hallway. Arch with painted plaster corbels. Entry
doorway to room A4 is not original to site.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Good condition, no damage is evident.
Ceiling
Remove and replace with flat plasterboard
Cornices
Remove and replace with Paddington cornices
Walls including architraves, dado rails and mouldings
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Skirting
Retain and Conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Flooring
Retain and Conserve
Doors
Retain and Conserve.
Retain stone threshold to ED1
Doors, dado rails, skirting boards, architraves

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any repair
work is to be contained to the damaged sections only. Where any repair works are
required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified carpenter in situ only to
affected areas
− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Floorboards – weekly
− Clean for dust, dirt, and grime.
Floorboards – every 6 months
− Inspect for holes, gouges, and splinters
− Inspect for gaps or cupping
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− Where any repair works are required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified
carpenter in situ only to affected areas, using the geometric splicing method. Any
introduced material should match the species, colour, and dimensions of the extant
floorboards. If the exact species cannot be obtained, it would suffice to carry out repair
works using a timber of the same characteristics (appearance & performance) as the
existing.
− Where damage to fabric is small (less than 5mm), infill is not necessary.
− If an entire floorboard is found to be damaged and beyond reasonable repair, the heritage
carpenter is to remove the entire thickness of the damaged area/s, before geometrically
splicing in a matching section exactly to the width, thickness, and profile of the existing
timber floorboards.
− Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Paint
Re-apply mineral-based paint when necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Timber elements
−
−
−
−

Inspect general condition.
Inspect for dampness in members.
Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out a
splice repair instead of replacing the entire member.

Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 1:Image of A1 ceiling and cornices.

Figure 2: arch and cordels, dado rail and colour scheme.

Figure 3: Image of plaster cordels

Figure 4: Image of floorboards, skirting and architraves
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Figure 5: Non-original entry door (ED1) to subject dwelling.

4.1.2

Figure 6: Original glass transom above external door (ED1)

Rooms – Entry Hall (A2)

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Rear entry hall. Non-original door has replaced original window opening. Intersecting archway
between A1 and A3.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Good condition. No evidence of damage to internal elements.
Ceiling
Remove existing non-original ceiling and replace with flat plasterboard
Cornices
Remove and replace with Paddington cornices
Walls including architraves, dado rails and mouldings
Retain and Conserve. paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and periodappropriate colour scheme.
Skirting
Retain and Conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Flooring
Retain and Conserve.
Doors
Remove existing opening and replace with period-appropriate sash window. Infill with studwork
and plasterboard (interior) Infill with sandstone (exterior) to Heritage Architects detail. A
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tradesperson with specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the
conservation works.
Staircase
Retain and Conserve
Doors, skirting boards, dado rails, architraves
− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any repair
work is to be contained to the damaged sections only. Where any repair works are required,
they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified carpenter in situ only to affected areas
− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Floorboards – weekly
− Clean for dust, dirt, and grime.
Floorboards – every 6 months
− Inspect for holes, gouges, and splinters
− Inspect for gaps or cupping
− Where any repair works are required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified
carpenter in situ only to affected areas, using the geometric splicing method. Any introduced
material should match the species, colour, and dimensions of the extant floorboards. If the
exact species cannot be obtained, it would suffice to carry out repair works using a timber of
the same characteristics (appearance & performance) as the existing.
− Where damage to fabric is small (less than 5mm), infill is not necessary.

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

− If an entire floorboard is found to be damaged and beyond reasonable repair, the heritage
carpenter is to remove the entire thickness of the damaged area/s, before geometrically
splicing in a matching section exactly to the width, thickness, and profile of the existing timber
floorboards.
− Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Paint
Re-apply mineral-based paint when necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Timber elements
−
−
−
−

Inspect general condition.
Inspect for dampness in members.
Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out a splice
repair instead of replacing the entire member.

Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
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VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 7: Image of A2 ceiling and cornices

Figure 8: Image of staircase, walls and dado railing.

Figure 9: Image of intersecting archway, and laster corbels

Figure 10: Image of skirting boards and existing floorboards

Figure 11: Image of staircase, walls and dado rails from landing.

Figure 12: Image of original reburbished staircase
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4.1.3

Rooms – Entry Hall (A3)

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Hallway includes the original rear opening to the rear of the subject dwelling (GO4)
EXCEPTIONAL

HIGH

MODERATE

LITTLE

INTRUSUVE

VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Good condition. No evidence of damage to internal elements
Ceiling
Remove existing non-original ceiling and replace with flat plasterboard
Cornices
Remove and replace with Paddington cornices
Walls including architraves, dado rails and mouldings
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Skirting
Retain and Conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Flooring
Retain and Conserve.
Doors
Retain and conserve existing opening (GO4)
Retain stone threshold to GO4
Doors, skirting boards, architraves
− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any repair
work is to be contained to the damaged sections only. Where any repair works are
required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified carpenter in situ only to
affected areas
− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Floorboards – weekly
− Clean for dust, dirt, and grime.
Floorboards – every 6 months
− Inspect for holes, gouges, and splinters
− Inspect for gaps or cupping
− Where any repair works are required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified
carpenter in situ only to affected areas, using the geometric splicing method. Any
introduced material should match the species, colour, and dimensions of the extant
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floorboards. If the exact species cannot be obtained, it would suffice to carry out repair
works using a timber of the same characteristics (appearance & performance) as the
existing.
− Where damage to fabric is small (less than 5mm), infill is not necessary.
− If an entire floorboard is found to be damaged and beyond reasonable repair, the heritage
carpenter is to remove the entire thickness of the damaged area/s, before geometrically
splicing in a matching section exactly to the width, thickness, and profile of the existing
timber floorboards.
− Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Hardware
Where existing hardware is found to be damaged or broken, replace with like-for-like
elements.
Paint
Re-apply mineral-based paint when necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Stone Threshold
The stone threshold should be allowed to wear naturally.
Timber elements
−
−
−
−

Inspect general condition.
Inspect for dampness in members.
Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out a
splice repair instead of replacing the entire member.

Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 13: Image of A3 ceiling and cornices
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Figure 15: Image of intersection archways and plaster corbels

Figure 16: Image of walls, dado rails and architraves

Figure 17: Image of skirting and floorboards

Image 18:Original rear opening (GO4)

Figure 19: Original rear opening (GO4). Note original stone
threshold

Figure 20:View towards opening GO4
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4.1.4

Rooms – Dining Room (A4)

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

Front room featuring original marble fireplace (with etching). Two French doors lead out to the
front veranda. Internal door features glass transom. Opening is original to site yet was reintroduced in the 1990s.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Good Condition. No damage is evident.
Ceiling
Remove existing ceiling and replace with flat plasterboard
Retain pull string switch and associated elements
Cornices
Remove and replace with Paddington cornices
Walls including architraves and mouldings
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Skirting
Retain and Conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Flooring

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

−

Remove all carpeting to reveal timber floorboards

−

A suitably-qualified person should be engaged to assess condition of timber floorboards. It
is expected that they will be in very good – good condition, and as such should be retained
and conserved in situ.

−

Where any repair works are required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified
carpenter in situ only to affected areas, using the geometric splicing method. Any
introduced material should match the species, colour, and dimensions of the extant
floorboards. If the exact species cannot be obtained, it would suffice to carry out repair
works using a timber of the same characteristics (appearance & performance) as the
existing.

−

Where damage to fabric is small (less than 5mm), infill is not necessary.

−

If an entire floorboard is found to be damaged and beyond reasonable repair, the heritage
carpenter is to remove the entire thickness of the damaged area/s, before geometrically
splicing in a matching section exactly to the width, thickness, and profile of the existing
timber floorboards.
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−

All floorboards are to be sanded and polished. No 2-pack polyurethane is to be used on the
timber floorboards.
Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Doors
Retain and conserve existing openings (GO1, ED2 and ED3)
Retain stone threshold to ED4 and ED5
Fireplace
Retain and Conserve
Ceiling
Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Doors, skirting boards, architraves
− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any repair
work is to be contained to the damaged sections only. Where any repair works are required,
they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified carpenter in situ only to affected areas
− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Fireplace
General cleaning of grime and fingerprints can usually be cleaned from unpainted marble using
white spirit, or a mixture of deionised (purified) water with up to 2% non-ionic detergent added.
Floorboards – weekly
− Clean for dust, dirt, and grime.
Floorboards – every 6 months
− Inspect for holes, gouges, and splinters
− Inspect for gaps or cupping
PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

− Where any repair works are required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified
carpenter in situ only to affected areas, using the geometric splicing method. Any introduced
material should match the species, colour, and dimensions of the extant floorboards. If the
exact species cannot be obtained, it would suffice to carry out repair works using a timber of
the same characteristics (appearance & performance) as the existing.
− Where damage to fabric is small (less than 5mm), infill is not necessary.
− If an entire floorboard is found to be damaged and beyond reasonable repair, the heritage
carpenter is to remove the entire thickness of the damaged area/s, before geometrically
splicing in a matching section exactly to the width, thickness, and profile of the existing timber
floorboards.
− Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Hardware
Where existing hardware is found to be damaged or broken, replace with like-for-like elements.
Paint
Re-apply mineral-based paint when necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Stone Threshold
The stone threshold should be allowed to wear naturally.
Timber elements
− Inspect general condition.
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− Inspect for dampness in members.
− Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
− Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out a splice
repair instead of replacing the entire member.
Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 21: View of ceiling and cornices

Figure 22: View of ceiling and cornices and pull cord.

Figure 23: View of A4 walls, flooring and cornices (towards A5)

Figure 24: View of flooring and skirting boards

Figure 25: View of opening (GO1). Note transom and architraves

Figure 26: view towards transom from A1)
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4.1.5

Figure 27: View of opening (ED2)

Figure 28: View of opening (ED3)

Figure 29: View of original marble fireplace

Figure 30: View of fireplace

Rooms – Lounge Room (A5)

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Front room featuring original marble fireplace. Two French doors lead out to the front
veranda. Internal door features glass transom.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Good Condition. No damage is evident.
Ceiling
Remove existing ceiling and replace with flat plasterboard
Retain pull string switch and associated elements
Cornices
Remove and replace with Paddington cornices
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Walls including architraves and mouldings
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Skirting
Retain and Conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Flooring
−

Remove all carpeting to reveal timber floorboards

−

A suitably-qualified person should be engaged to assess condition of timber
floorboards. It is expected that they will be in very good – good condition, and as such
should be retained and conserved in situ.

−

Where any repair works are required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified
carpenter in situ only to affected areas, using the geometric splicing method. Any
introduced material should match the species, colour, and dimensions of the extant
floorboards. If the exact species cannot be obtained, it would suffice to carry out
repair works using a timber of the same characteristics (appearance & performance)
as the existing.

−

Where damage to fabric is small (less than 5mm), infill is not necessary.

−

If an entire floorboard is found to be damaged and beyond reasonable repair, the
heritage carpenter is to remove the entire thickness of the damaged area/s, before
geometrically splicing in a matching section exactly to the width, thickness, and profile
of the existing timber floorboards.

−

All floorboards are to be sanded and polished. No 2-pack polyurethane is to be used
on the timber floorboards.
Doors
Retain and conserve existing openings (GO2, ED4 and ED5).
Retain stone threshold to ED4 and ED5
Fireplace
Retain and Conserve
Ceiling
Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Doors, skirting boards, architraves

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any
repair work is to be contained to the damaged sections only. Where any repair works are
required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified carpenter in situ only to
affected areas
− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Fireplace
General cleaning of grime and fingerprints can usually be cleaned from unpainted marble
using white spirit, or a mixture of deionised (purified) water with up to 2% non-ionic
detergent added.
Floorboards – weekly
Clean for dust, dirt, and grime.
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Floorboards – every 6 months
− Inspect for holes, gouges, and splinters
− Inspect for gaps or cupping
− Where any repair works are required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified
carpenter in situ only to affected areas, using the geometric splicing method. Any
introduced material should match the species, colour, and dimensions of the extant
floorboards. If the exact species cannot be obtained, it would suffice to carry out repair
works using a timber of the same characteristics (appearance & performance) as the
existing.
− Where damage to fabric is small (less than 5mm), infill is not necessary.
− If an entire floorboard is found to be damaged and beyond reasonable repair, the heritage
carpenter is to remove the entire thickness of the damaged area/s, before geometrically
splicing in a matching section exactly to the width, thickness, and profile of the existing
timber floorboards.
− Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Hardware
Where existing hardware is found to be damaged or broken, replace with like-for-like
elements.
Paint
Re-apply mineral-based paint when necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Stone Threshold
The stone threshold should be allowed to wear naturally.
Timber elements
−
−
−
−

Inspect general condition.
Inspect for dampness in members.
Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out a
splice repair instead of replacing the entire member.

Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 31: A5 ceiling and cornices
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Figure 32: View of cornices and pull switch
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Figure 33: View of walls and cornices

Figure 34: View towards A4 showing cornices, architraves
and opening

Figure 35: View towards opening (GO2) and architraves

Figure 36: View towards hardware, transom and
architraves of opening (GO2)

Figure 37: View of opening (ED4)

Figure 38: View of opening (ED5)

Figure 39: View towards original fireplace

Figure 40: View towards original fireplace
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4.1.6

Rooms – Ground Floor Bedroom 1 (A6)

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Ground floor bedroom with original fireplace. Internal doorway features transom.
EXCEPTIONAL

HIGH

MODERATE

LITTLE

INTRUSUVE

VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Good condition. No evidence of damage to internal elements
Ceiling
Remove existing non-original ceiling and replace with flat plasterboard.
Retain pull string switch and associated elements
Cornices
Remove and replace with Paddington cornices
Walls
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic
and period-appropriate colour scheme.
Skirting
Retain and Conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic
and period-appropriate colour scheme.
Flooring
Retain and Conserve.
Windows
Retain and conserve.
Doors
Retain and conserve existing opening (GO3).
Fireplace
Retain and conserve fireplace (F3)
Ceiling
Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Doors, skirting boards, architraves

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any
repair work is to be contained to the damaged sections only. Where any repair works
are required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified carpenter in situ only to
affected areas
− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
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Fireplace
General cleaning of grime and fingerprints can usually be cleaned from unpainted marble
using white spirit, or a mixture of deionised (purified) water with up to 2% non-ionic
detergent added.
Floorboards – weekly
Clean for dust, dirt, and grime.
Floorboards – every 6 months
− Inspect for holes, gouges, and splinters
− Inspect for gaps or cupping
− Where any repair works are required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified
carpenter in situ only to affected areas, using the geometric splicing method. Any
introduced material should match the species, colour, and dimensions of the extant
floorboards. If the exact species cannot be obtained, it would suffice to carry out
repair works using a timber of the same characteristics (appearance & performance)
as the existing.
− Where damage to fabric is small (less than 5mm), infill is not necessary.
− If an entire floorboard is found to be damaged and beyond reasonable repair, the
heritage carpenter is to remove the entire thickness of the damaged area/s, before
geometrically splicing in a matching section exactly to the width, thickness, and profile
of the existing timber floorboards.
− Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Hardware
Where existing hardware is found to be damaged or broken, replace with like-for-like
elements.
Paint
Re-apply mineral-based paint when necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Timber elements
−
−
−
−

Inspect general condition.
Inspect for dampness in members.
Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out a
splice repair instead of replacing the entire member.

Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
VISUAL SURVEY
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Figure 41:Image of ceiling, cornices and door transom

Figure 42: Image of cornices and ceiling

Figure 43: Image of fireplace

Figure 44: Image of skirting and floorboards

Figure 45: Image of opeing (GO3)

Figure 46: Image of window opening (GW1)

4.1.7

Rooms – Eastern Hallway (A7)
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DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE

Intrusive fabric introduced (ED7 & ED8). Stonework in poor to fair condition. No-original flooring
and openings
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

CONDITION

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Poor to fair condition. Stonework features unsympathetic mortar and has been painted in the
past. Intrusive plasterboard to rear addition and rear of building (ED08).
Ceiling
Remove existing non-original ceiling. Where the rear addition abuts the original rear wall of the
dwelling, materials are to be removed using hand-held methods to ensure no damage to the
original building envelope.
Walls
Retain and conserve sandstone original external wall.
Assess condition of stone façade. Make good where in poor condition. Refer to Appendix A for
stonework specifications. All works to be overseen by a suitably qualified Heritage Architect and
conducted by a stone mason with heritage sandstone experience.

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

At places where sandstone mortar is in poor condition, check if this is related to leaks in gutters,
downpipes, or other drainage. Refer to Appendix A for stonework specifications. All works to be
overseen by a suitably qualified Heritage Architect and conducted by a stone mason with
heritage sandstone experience.
Remove plasterboard walls. Where the rear addition abuts the original rear wall of the dwelling,
materials are to be removed using hand-held methods to ensure no damage to the original
building envelope.
Flooring
Remove non-original timber floorboards.
Doors
Remove existing openings (ED7 & ED8). Where the rear addition abuts the original rear wall of
the dwelling, materials are to be removed using hand-held methods to ensure no damage to
the original building envelope.
Windows
Re-introduce opening (GO6) – refer to Section 4.1.11
Stonework
Building envelope – every 4-12 months

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

−

Conduct a general inspection of the external façades.

−

Inspect bricks for grime, growth from joints, bird excretion, graffiti, and signs of
termite infestation.

Building envelope – every 5 years (as necessary)
−

Conduct a general inspection of the external façades.

−

Inspect stone for grime, growth from joints, bird excretion, graffiti, and signs of
termite infestation. Conservation works to be conducted by a stonemason, under the
supervision of a heritage architect

Mortar & pointing
−

Inspect every 5 years.

−

Inspect for missing or powdery mortar.
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−

Check for deposits of mortar on the ground.

−

At places where sandstone mortar is in poor condition, check if this is related to leaks
in gutters, downpipes, or other drainage. Refer to Appendix A for stonework
specifications. All works to be overseen by a suitably qualified Heritage Architect and
conducted by a stone mason with heritage sandstone experience.

−

Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 47: Image of ceiling joint to original fabric

Figure 48: Image of original rear wall (now enclosed)

Figure 49: Image of poor condition of stonework

Figure 50: Image of poor condition of stonework

Figure 51: View towards original rear wall of subject dwelling

Figure 52: Image of poor condition of stonework
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Figure 53: Image of intrusive plasterboard panelled wall

Figure 54: Image of stonework along existing hallway

Figure 55: Image of intrusive non-original opening (ED7)

Figure 56: Image of intrusive non-original opening (ED7)

Figure 57: Image of intrusive rear entry along hallway (ED8)

Figure 58: Image of intrusive rear entry (ED8)

4.1.8

Rooms – Workroom (A8)
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DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Rear non-original addition, featuring three double hung sash windows and a small opening to
the rear.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Good condition. No damage evident.
Ceiling
Remove. Where the rear addition abuts the original rear wall of the dwelling, materials are to
be removed using hand-held methods to ensure no damage to the original building envelope.
Walls
Remove. Where the rear addition abuts the original rear wall of the dwelling, materials are to
be removed using hand-held methods to ensure no damage to the original building envelope.
Flooring
Remove non-original timber floorboards. Where the rear addition abuts the original rear wall
of the dwelling, materials are to be removed using hand-held methods to ensure no damage
to the original building envelope.
Windows
Remove existing openings (GW2, GW3, GW4 & GW5).

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 59: View towards non-original intrusive workroom

Figure 60: View towards non-original intrusive workroom

Figure 61: View towards window openings (GW2)

Figure 62: View of non-original flooring
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4.1.9

Rooms – Ground floor outbuilding bathroom (A9)

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

Rear bathroom (non-original). Original stonework to two external walls. Original timber
beam located above opening. Non-original window.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Poor Condition of original stonework.
Ceiling
Remove or remove.
Walls
Retain and conserve sandstone original external wall.
Retain and conserve timber beam
Assess condition of stone façade. Make good where in poor condition. Refer to Appendix
A for stonework specifications. All works to be overseen by a suitably qualified Heritage
Architect and conducted by a stone mason with heritage sandstone experience.

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

At places where sandstone mortar is in poor condition, check if this is related to leaks in
gutters, downpipes, or other drainage. Refer to Appendix A for stonework specifications.
All works to be overseen by a suitably qualified Heritage Architect and conducted by a
stone mason with heritage sandstone experience.
Retain plasterboard walls. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is
sympathetic and period-appropriate colour scheme.
Flooring
Retain or Remove.
Window
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic
and period-appropriate colour scheme.
Door
Remove existing opening (ED9) and widen to compliant access standards (refer to
Appendix A
Where the rear addition abuts the original rear wall of the dwelling, materials are to be
removed using hand-held methods to ensure no damage to the original building
envelope.
Ceiling
Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Doors, skirting boards, architraves
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− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any
repair work is to be contained to the damaged sections only. A tradesperson with
specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation
works.
− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Floorboards – weekly
− Clean for dust, dirt, and grime.
Floorboards – every 6 months
− Inspect for holes, gouges, and splinters
− Inspect for gaps or cupping
− Where any repair works are required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified
carpenter in situ only to affected areas, using the geometric splicing method. Any
introduced material should match the species, colour, and dimensions of the extant
floorboards. If the exact species cannot be obtained, it would suffice to carry out
repair works using a timber of the same characteristics (appearance & performance)
as the existing.
− Where damage to fabric is small (less than 5mm), infill is not necessary.
− If an entire floorboard is found to be damaged and beyond reasonable repair, the
heritage carpenter is to remove the entire thickness of the damaged area/s, before
geometrically splicing in a matching section exactly to the width, thickness, and profile
of the existing timber floorboards.
− Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Hardware
Where existing hardware is found to be damaged or broken, replace with like-for-like
elements.
Paint
Re-apply mineral-based paint when necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Timber elements
−
−
−
−

Inspect general condition.
Inspect for dampness in members.
Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out
a splice repair instead of replacing the entire member.

Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
VISUAL SURVEY
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Figure 63: Original timber beam and stonework

Figure 64: Original stonework and timber beam

Figure 65: Original stonework to rear elevation

Figure 66: Window opening (GW6)

Figure 67: Non-original bathroom

Figure 68: Non-original ceiling, internal wall, skirting and flooring

Figure 69: Non-original door to A9

Figure 70: Non-original entry to A9
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4.1.10 Rooms – Ground floor kitchen (A10)

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Location of original kitchen. Original tiles are located under current flooring. External door
(shown as window) (ED10) is not original to site. Internal door (GO5) retains original form and
stone threshold.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Good condition. No damage evident.
Ceiling
Remove existing non-original ceiling and replace with flat plasterboard
Reintroduce early pull string switch to lighting element
Cornices
Remove and replace with Paddington cornices
Walls
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Skirting
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Flooring
Re-introduce in-situ original fabric or retain or remove. Care should be taken to conserve
the original fabric which is located underneath the current flooring. A tradesperson with
specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
Works should be completed to heritage architects’ details.
Doors
Retain and widen (GO5) to compliant access standards (refer to Appendix A of this report
and Appendix B of the SOHI). A tradesperson with specialist heritage experience should be
employed to undertake the conservation works. Works should be completed to heritage
architects’ details.
Retain stone threshold to GO5
Retain external door (ED10)
Ceiling
Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Doors, skirting boards, architraves
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− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any
repair work is to be contained to the damaged sections only. A tradesperson with
specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Flooring – weekly
Clean for dust, dirt, and grime
Paint
Re-apply mineral-based paint when necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Stone Threshold
The stone threshold should be allowed to wear naturally.
Timber elements
−
−
−
−

Inspect general condition.
Inspect for dampness in members.
Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out a
splice repair instead of replacing the entire member. A tradesperson with specialist
heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.

Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 71: Ceiling and cornices

Figure 72: Cornice and remanant lighting switch

Figure 73: Existing walls and cornice

Figure 74: Existing flooring. Note original fabric located
underneath
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Figure 75: Existing stone threshold (covered with timber board)

Figure 76: Existing opening (GO5) and architraves

Figure 77: Existing external door (ED10)

Figure 78: Existing external door (ED10)

4.1.11 Rooms – Ground floor bedroom 3 (A11)

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION
IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Part of the original structure. Features original openings (including removed window) and stone
threshold.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Good condition. No evidence of damage to internal elements
Ceiling
Remove existing non-original ceiling and replace with flat plasterboard.
Retain pull string switch and associated elements
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Cornices
Remove and replace with Paddington cornices
Walls
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Skirting
Retain and Conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Flooring
Retain and Conserve.
Windows
Retain and conserve (GW7). Re-paint with sympathetic and period-appropriate colour scheme.
Re-introduce opening (GO6). Fabric is to be period-appropriate and respond to existing
fenestration
Doors
Retain and widen (GO7) to compliant access standards (refer to Appendix A of this report and
Appendix B of the SOHI). A tradesperson with specialist heritage experience should be
employed to undertake the conservation works. Works should be completed to heritage
architects’ details.
Retain existing stone threshold
Ceiling
Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Doors, skirting boards, architraves
− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any repair
work is to be contained to the damaged sections only. A tradesperson with specialist
heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Floorboards – weekly
Clean for dust, dirt, and grime.
Floorboards – every 6 months
PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

− Inspect for holes, gouges, and splinters
− Inspect for gaps or cupping
− Where any repair works are required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified
carpenter in situ only to affected areas, using the geometric splicing method. Any
introduced material should match the species, colour, and dimensions of the extant
floorboards. If the exact species cannot be obtained, it would suffice to carry out repair
works using a timber of the same characteristics (appearance & performance) as the
existing.
− Where damage to fabric is small (less than 5mm), infill is not necessary.
− If an entire floorboard is found to be damaged and beyond reasonable repair, the heritage
carpenter is to remove the entire thickness of the damaged area/s, before geometrically
splicing in a matching section exactly to the width, thickness, and profile of the existing
timber floorboards.
− Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
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Hardware
Where existing hardware is found to be damaged or broken, replace with like-for-like elements.
Paint
Re-apply mineral-based paint when necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Stone Threshold
The stone threshold should be allowed to wear naturally.
Timber elements
−
−
−
−

Inspect general condition.
Inspect for dampness in members.
Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out a
splice repair instead of replacing the entire member. A tradesperson with specialist
heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.

Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 79: Non-original ceiling and cornices

Figure 80: Opening (GO7) including architraves and timber
door

Figure 81: Opening GO6 – original opening to be re-introduced

Figure 82: Opening GO6 – original opening to be re-introduced
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Figure 83: Window opening (GW7), cornices and walls

Figure 84: Windoew opening (GW7)

4.1.12 Rooms – Ground floor bathroom and storage hall (A12)

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Ground floor non-original bathroom and entry space.
EXCEPTIONAL

HIGH

MODERATE

LITTLE

INTRUSUVE

VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Good condition. No evidence of damage to internal elements
Ceiling
Remove existing non-original ceiling and replace with flat plasterboard.
Retain pull string switch and associated elements
Cornices
Remove and replace with Paddington cornices
Walls
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic
and period-appropriate colour scheme.
Skirting
Retain and Conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic
and period-appropriate colour scheme.
Flooring
Retain and Conserve tiling
Retain and conserve floorboards
Windows
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Retain and conserve (GW8). Re-paint with sympathetic and period-appropriate colour
scheme.
Doors/openings
Retain and conserve existing openings (GO8 & GO9)
Retain existing stone threshold
Ceiling
Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Doors, skirting boards, architraves
Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable.
Any repair work is to be contained to the damaged sections only. A tradesperson
with specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the
conservation works.
Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Flooring
Tiles – weekly
Clean for dust, dirt and grime
Tiles – every 6 months
Inspect for cracking
Where damage to fabric is small (less than 5mm), infill is not necessary.
Where any repair works are required, they are to be carried out by a suitablyqualified carpenter in situ only to affected areas.
PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Floorboards – weekly
Clean for dust, dirt, and grime.
Floorboards – every 6 months
− Inspect for holes, gouges, and splinters
− Inspect for gaps or cupping
− Where any repair works are required, they are to be carried out by a suitablyqualified carpenter in situ only to affected areas, using the geometric splicing
method. Any introduced material should match the species, colour, and dimensions
of the extant floorboards. If the exact species cannot be obtained, it would suffice
to carry out repair works using a timber of the same characteristics (appearance &
performance) as the existing.
− Where damage to fabric is small (less than 5mm), infill is not necessary.
− If an entire floorboard is found to be damaged and beyond reasonable repair, the
heritage carpenter is to remove the entire thickness of the damaged area/s, before
geometrically splicing in a matching section exactly to the width, thickness, and
profile of the existing timber floorboards.
− Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Hardware
Where existing hardware is found to be damaged or broken, replace with like-for-like
elements.
Paint
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Re-apply mineral-based paint when necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Stone Threshold
The stone threshold should be allowed to wear naturally.
Timber elements
−
−
−
−

Inspect general condition.
Inspect for dampness in members.
Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry
out a splice repair instead of replacing the entire member. A tradesperson with
specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation
works.

Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 85: Non-original ceilings and cornices

Figure 86: Non-original wall fabric

Figure 87: Non-original flooring

Figure 88: Original stone threshold and existing flooring

Figure 89: Existing door (GO9) and hardware

Figure 90: Existing window opening (GW8)
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4.1.13 Rooms – Ground floor bedroom 2 (A13)

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Bedroom featuring original fireplace and early pressed metal ceiling and cornices.
EXCEPTIONAL

HIGH

MODERATE

LITTLE

INTRUSUVE

VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Good condition. No evidence of damage to internal elements
Ceiling
Retain and conserve.
Retain pull string switch and associated elements
Cornices
Retain and conserve
Walls
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Skirting
Retain and Conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Flooring
Retain and Conserve.
Windows
Retain and conserve (GW & GW10). Re-paint with sympathetic and period-appropriate
colour scheme.
Doors
Retain and conserve existing opening (GO10)
Fireplace
Retain and conserve (F4)
Ceiling

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

− You should clean soft metals such as tin, bronze, lead and copper with appropriate
chemical methods, because their finish can easily be damaged with abrasive methods. If
these methods are not effective, low-pressure dry grit blasting (less than 100 pounds per
square inch) may be appropriate.
− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any repair
work is to be contained to the damaged sections only. Always determine the source of
water filtration and fix the problem before you install replacement pressed-metal ceiling
panels.
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− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Doors, skirting boards, architraves
− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any repair
work is to be contained to the damaged sections only.
− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Fireplace
General cleaning of grime and fingerprints can usually be cleaned from unpainted marble
using white spirit, or a mixture of deionised (purified) water with up to 2% non-ionic
detergent added.
Floorboards – weekly
Clean for dust, dirt, and grime.
Floorboards – every 6 months
− Inspect for holes, gouges, and splinters
− Inspect for gaps or cupping
− Where any repair works are required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified
carpenter in situ only to affected areas, using the geometric splicing method. Any
introduced material should match the species, colour, and dimensions of the extant
floorboards. If the exact species cannot be obtained, it would suffice to carry out repair
works using a timber of the same characteristics (appearance & performance) as the
existing.
− Where damage to fabric is small (less than 5mm), infill is not necessary.
− If an entire floorboard is found to be damaged and beyond reasonable repair, the heritage
carpenter is to remove the entire thickness of the damaged area/s, before geometrically
splicing in a matching section exactly to the width, thickness, and profile of the existing
timber floorboards.
− Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Hardware
Where existing hardware is found to be damaged or broken, replace with like-for-like
elements.
Paint
Re-apply mineral-based paint when necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Stone Threshold
The stone threshold should be allowed to wear naturally.
Timber elements
−
−
−
−

Inspect general condition.
Inspect for dampness in members.
Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out a
splice repair instead of replacing the entire member. A tradesperson with specialist
heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.

Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
VISUAL SURVEY
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Figure 90: Image of pressed metal ceiling, cornices and
fireplace

Figure 91: Image of pressed metal ceiling, cornices and pull
switch

Figure 92: View towards fireplace

Figure 93: Image of floorboards

Figure 94: Image of door opening and hardware

Figure 95: Image of openings (GW9 & GW10)

Figure 96: View towards fireplace

Figure 97: View towards fireplace
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4.1.14 Rooms – First floor hallway (A14)

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Cellular arrangement of rooms, off central hallway. Window opening above staircase (FW1),
with non-original door (ED11) to first floor veranda.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Good condition. No evidence of damage to internal elements
Ceiling
Remove existing non-original ceiling and replace with flat plasterboard.
Cornices
Remove and replace with Paddington cornices
Walls including dado rails and architraves
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Skirting
Retain and Conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Flooring
Retain and Conserve.
Windows
Retain and conserve (FW1). Re-paint with sympathetic and period-appropriate colour
scheme.
Doors
Remove (ED11) and replace with window opening. Infill with studwork and plasterboard
(interior) Infill with sandstone (exterior) to Heritage Architects detail. A tradesperson with
specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
Staircase
Retain and conserve.
Ceiling
Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
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Doors, dado rails, skirting boards, architraves
− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any repair
work is to be contained to the damaged sections only. A tradesperson with specialist
heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Floorboards – weekly
Clean for dust, dirt, and grime.
Floorboards – every 6 months
− Inspect for holes, gouges, and splinters
− Inspect for gaps or cupping
− Where any repair works are required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified
carpenter in situ only to affected areas, using the geometric splicing method. Any
introduced material should match the species, colour, and dimensions of the extant
floorboards. If the exact species cannot be obtained, it would suffice to carry out repair
works using a timber of the same characteristics (appearance & performance) as the
existing.
− Where damage to fabric is small (less than 5mm), infill is not necessary.
− If an entire floorboard is found to be damaged and beyond reasonable repair, the heritage
carpenter is to remove the entire thickness of the damaged area/s, before geometrically
splicing in a matching section exactly to the width, thickness, and profile of the existing
timber floorboards.
− Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Paint
Re-apply mineral-based paint when necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Timber elements
−
−
−
−

Inspect general condition.
Inspect for dampness in members.
Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out a
splice repair instead of replacing the entire member. A tradesperson with specialist
heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.

Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 98: View towards staircase and window opening (FW1)
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Figure 100: View towards dado rails, skirting and flooring

Figure 101: View towards dado rails, skirting and flooring

Figure 102: View of staircase lip landing

Figure 103: View towards non-original door opening (ED11)

Figure 104: View towards opening (ED11)

Figure 105: View towards opening (FW1)
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Figure 106: View from first floor landing towards staircase

Figure 107: View of first floor landing

4.1.15 Rooms – First floor bedroom (A15)

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

First floor bedroom features French doors to first floor veranda, original fireplace and internal
access door to room A16.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Good condition. No damage is evident.
Ceiling
Remove existing non-original ceiling and replace with flat plasterboard.
Retain pull string switch and associated elements
Cornices
Remove and replace with Paddington cornices
Walls including architraves
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Skirting
Retain and Conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Flooring
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Retain and Conserve.
Doors and threshold
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Retain existing stone threshold
Fireplace
Retain and conserve.
Ceiling
Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Doors, skirting boards, architraves
− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any repair
work is to be contained to the damaged sections only. A tradesperson with specialist
heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Fireplace
General cleaning of grime and fingerprints can usually be cleaned from unpainted marble
using white spirit, or a mixture of deionised (purified) water with up to 2% non-ionic
detergent added.
Floorboards – weekly
Clean for dust, dirt, and grime.
Floorboards – every 6 months
− Inspect for holes, gouges, and splinters
− Inspect for gaps or cupping
PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

− Where any repair works are required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified
carpenter in situ only to affected areas, using the geometric splicing method. Any
introduced material should match the species, colour, and dimensions of the extant
floorboards. If the exact species cannot be obtained, it would suffice to carry out repair
works using a timber of the same characteristics (appearance & performance) as the
existing.
− Where damage to fabric is small (less than 5mm), infill is not necessary.
− If an entire floorboard is found to be damaged and beyond reasonable repair, the heritage
carpenter is to remove the entire thickness of the damaged area/s, before geometrically
splicing in a matching section exactly to the width, thickness, and profile of the existing
timber floorboards.
− Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Hardware
Where existing hardware is found to be damaged or broken, replace with like-for-like elements.
Paint
Re-apply mineral-based paint when necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Stone Threshold
The stone threshold should be allowed to wear naturally.

Timber elements
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−
−
−
−

Inspect general condition.
Inspect for dampness in members.
Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out a
splice repair instead of replacing the entire member. A tradesperson with specialist
heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.

Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 108: View towards ceiling and cornices

Figure 109: View towards existing ceiling and cornices

Figure 110: View towards existing skirting and floorboards

Figure 111: View towards internal link opening (FO5)

Figure 112: View towards Opening (FO4)

Figure 113: View towards French door opening (ED12)
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Figure 114: View of stone threshold of (ED12)

Figure 115: View towards original fireplace (F5)

4.1.16 Rooms – First floor lounge (A16)

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

First floor lounge room featuring French doors openings (ED13 & ED14) to first floor veranda and
original fireplace (F6).
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Good condition. No damage evident.
Ceiling
Remove existing non-original ceiling and replace with flat plasterboard.
Retain pull string switch and associated elements
Cornices
Remove and replace with Paddington cornices
Walls including dado rails
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Skirting
Retain and Conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Flooring
Retain and Conserve.
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Doors and threshold
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Retain existing stone threshold
Fireplace
Retain and conserve.
Ceiling
Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Doors, skirting boards, architraves
− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any repair
work is to be contained to the damaged sections only. A tradesperson with specialist
heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Fireplace
General cleaning of grime and fingerprints can usually be cleaned from unpainted marble using
white spirit, or a mixture of deionised (purified) water with up to 2% non-ionic detergent
added.
Floorboards – weekly
Clean for dust, dirt, and grime.
Floorboards – every 6 months
− Inspect for holes, gouges, and splinters
− Inspect for gaps or cupping
PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

− Where any repair works are required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified
carpenter in situ only to affected areas, using the geometric splicing method. Any
introduced material should match the species, colour, and dimensions of the extant
floorboards. If the exact species cannot be obtained, it would suffice to carry out repair
works using a timber of the same characteristics (appearance & performance) as the
existing.
− Where damage to fabric is small (less than 5mm), infill is not necessary.
− If an entire floorboard is found to be damaged and beyond reasonable repair, the heritage
carpenter is to remove the entire thickness of the damaged area/s, before geometrically
splicing in a matching section exactly to the width, thickness, and profile of the existing
timber floorboards.
− Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Hardware
Where existing hardware is found to be damaged or broken, replace with like-for-like elements.
Paint
Re-apply mineral-based paint when necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Stone Threshold
The stone threshold should be allowed to wear naturally.
Timber elements
− Inspect general condition.
− Inspect for dampness in members.
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− Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
− Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out a
splice repair instead of replacing the entire member. A tradesperson with specialist
heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 116: View towards ceiling and cornices, including pull
string switch

Figure 117: View towards walls, flooring and fireplace

Figure 118: View towards skirting and flooring

Figure 119: View towards external opening (ED13 & ED14)

Figure 120: View towards internal opening (FO6)

Figure 121: View towards fireplace (F6)
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4.1.17 Rooms – First floor office (A17)

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

First floor office features window opening (FW2) and original fireplace (F7)
EXCEPTIONAL

HIGH

MODERATE

LITTLE

INTRUSUVE

VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Good condition, no damage evident
Ceiling
Remove existing non-original ceiling and replace with flat plasterboard.
Retain pull string switch and associated elements
Cornices
Remove and replace with Paddington cornices
Walls
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic
and period-appropriate colour scheme.
Skirting
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic
and period-appropriate colour scheme.
Flooring
Retain and Conserve.
Doors
Retain and conserve.
Window
Retain and conserve (FW2). Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is
sympathetic and period-appropriate colour scheme.
Fireplace
Retain and conserve.
Ceiling
Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Doors, skirting boards, architraves
− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any
repair work is to be contained to the damaged sections only. A tradesperson with
specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation
works.
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− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Fireplace
General cleaning of grime and fingerprints can usually be cleaned from unpainted
marble using white spirit, or a mixture of deionised (purified) water with up to 2% nonionic detergent added.
Floorboards – weekly
Clean for dust, dirt, and grime.
Floorboards – every 6 months
− Inspect for holes, gouges, and splinters
− Inspect for gaps or cupping
− Where any repair works are required, they are to be carried out by a suitablyqualified carpenter in situ only to affected areas, using the geometric splicing
method. Any introduced material should match the species, colour, and dimensions
of the extant floorboards. If the exact species cannot be obtained, it would suffice to
carry out repair works using a timber of the same characteristics (appearance &
performance) as the existing.
− Where damage to fabric is small (less than 5mm), infill is not necessary.
− If an entire floorboard is found to be damaged and beyond reasonable repair, the
heritage carpenter is to remove the entire thickness of the damaged area/s, before
geometrically splicing in a matching section exactly to the width, thickness, and profile
of the existing timber floorboards.
− Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Hardware
Where existing hardware is found to be damaged or broken, replace with like-for-like
elements.
Paint
Re-apply mineral-based paint when necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Timber elements
− Inspect general condition.
− Inspect for dampness in members.
− Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
− Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out
a splice repair instead of replacing the entire member. A tradesperson with
specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation
works.
Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
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VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 122: Existing ceiling

Figure 123: Existing cornices and pull string switch

Figure 124: View towards fireplace and walls

Figure 125: View towards skirting and flooring

Figure 126: View of existing flooring

Figure 127: View of existing opening (FO1)
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Figure 128: View of existing window opening (FW2)

Figure 129: View towards original Fireplace (F7)

4.1.18 Rooms – First floor bathroom (A18)

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Existing bathroom has been refurbished. Features window opening (FW3) and internal
opening (FO2)
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Good condition. No evidence of damage to internal elements
Ceiling
Remove existing non-original ceiling and replace with flat plasterboard.
Retain pull string switch and associated elements
Cornices
Remove and replace with Paddington cornices
Walls
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Skirting
Retain and Conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic and
period-appropriate colour scheme.
Flooring
Retain and Conserve.
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Doors
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with sympathetic and period-appropriate colour scheme.
Window
Retain and conserve (FW3). Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic
and period-appropriate colour scheme.
Ceiling
Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Doors, skirting boards, architraves
− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any
repair work is to be contained to the damaged sections only.
− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Flooring
Tiles – weekly
Clean for dust, dirt and grime
Tiles – every 6 months
− Inspect for cracking
− Where damage to fabric is small (less than 5mm), infill is not necessary.
− Where any repair works are required, they are to be carried out by a suitably-qualified
carpenter in situ only to affected areas. A tradesperson with specialist heritage
experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Hardware
Where existing hardware is found to be damaged or broken, replace with like-for-like
elements.
Paint
Re-apply mineral-based paint when necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Timber elements
− Inspect general condition.
− Inspect for dampness in members.
− Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
− Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out a
splice repair instead of replacing the entire member. A tradesperson with specialist
heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
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VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 130: Existing ceiling and cornices

Figure 131: Existing walls and window opening (FW3)

Figure 132: Existing tile flooring

Figure 133: Existing opening to (FO2)

Figure 134: Existing opening (FO2)

Figure 135: Existing opening (FW3)
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4.1.19 Rooms – First floor kitchen (A19)

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Non-original first floor kitchen. Features window openings (FW4 & FW5)
EXCEPTIONAL

HIGH

MODERATE

LITTLE

INTRUSUVE

VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Good condition, little evidence of damage
Ceiling
Remove existing non-original ceiling and replace with flat plasterboard.
Retain pull string switch and associated elements
Cornices
Remove and replace with Paddington cornices
Walls
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic
and period-appropriate colour scheme.
Skirting
Retain and Conserve. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint that is sympathetic
and period-appropriate colour scheme.
Flooring
Retain or remove.
Doors
Retain and conserve.
Window
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with sympathetic and period-appropriate colour scheme.
Ceiling
Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Doors, skirting boards, architraves

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any
repair work is to be contained to the damaged sections only. A tradesperson with
specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation
works.
− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
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Flooring – weekly
Clean for dust, dirt, and grime.
Hardware
Where existing hardware is found to be damaged or broken, replace with like-for-like
elements.
Paint
Re-apply mineral-based paint when necessary (approx. every 10-15 years).
Timber elements
− Inspect general condition.
− Inspect for dampness in members.
− Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
− Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out
a splice repair instead of replacing the entire member. A tradesperson with
specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation
works.
Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 136: View of ceiling and cornices

Figure 137: View of existing cornices

Figure 138: View of opening (FO3)

Figure 139: View of existing flooring and skirting
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Figure 140: View of existing flooring

Figure 141: View of existing opening (FO3)

Figure 142: View of existing window opening (FW4)

Figure 143: View of existing window opening (FW5)
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5.0 SCHEDULE OF CONSERVATION WORKS - EXTERIOR
5.1.1

Elevation – North Western Elevation (E1)

DESCRIPTION

SIGNIFICANCE

Original form and scale of building envelope – unpainted stone finish.
Painted, metallic ventilation grilles.
The veranda is non-original to site
The original front façade of the building is of high significance.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
VERY GOOD

CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

INTRUSUVE
VERY POOR

Ground Floor
Ground floor stonework has been repointed.
Early ground floor veranda elements have been removed and replaced with gravel.
Veranda foundations appear to show original location of earlier columns. The stone
foundations for the veranda are evident.
First Floor
First floor stone work is in poor to good condition. Features non-original and unsympathetic
mortar and water ingress.
Veranda
Two storey open veranda in fair to good condition along elevation.
Remove
Remove the non-original veranda. A tradesperson with specialist heritage window
experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
Replace existing veranda with a two-storey veranda sympathetic to the character and
period of the dwelling. A tradesperson with specialist heritage experience should be
employed to undertake the conservation works.
Remove intrusive, non-original ventilation grilles, and replace with ventilation grilles
sympathetic to the character and period of the dwelling. A tradesperson with specialist
heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
Replace existing gravel ground floor veranda with sandstone flagstone (min 60mm
thickness) that is sympathetic to the character and period of the dwelling. Introduce a
slate lip to surrounding edge (40mm). A tradesperson with specialist heritage experience
should be employed to undertake the conservation works. All works to be overseen by a
suitably qualified Heritage Architect and conducted by a stone mason with heritage
sandstone experience.
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Retain and Conserve
Retain and conserve external envelope.
Assess condition of stone façade. Make good where in poor condition. Refer to Appendix
A for stonework specifications. All works to be overseen by a suitably qualified Heritage
Architect and conducted by a stone mason with heritage sandstone experience.
Mortar and pointing
At places where sandstone mortar is in poor condition, check if this is related to leaks in
gutters, downpipes, or other drainage. Refer to Appendix A for stonework specifications. All
works to be overseen by a suitably qualified Heritage Architect and conducted by a stone
mason with heritage sandstone experience.
Flashing and downpipes
Remove existing non-original elements and replace with round galvanised iron downpipes.
Elements are to be fixed to sandstone with period-appropriate astragals. A tradesperson with
specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
Building facade – every 4-12 months
− Conduct a general inspection of the external façades.
− Inspect stone for grime, growth from joints, bird excretion, graffiti, and signs of termite
infestation. Conservation works to be conducted by a stonemason, under the supervision
of a heritage architect
PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Building facade – every 5 years (as necessary)
− Inspect for loose, fretted, broken, or missing stone.
− Heritage stonemason to repair in accordance with Appendix A – Sandstone specifications.
Mortar & pointing
− Inspect every 5 years.
− Inspect for missing or powdery mortar.
− Check for deposits of mortar on the ground.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 144: Front elevation of dwelling
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Figure 146: First floor elevation – note non-original veranda.

Figure 147: Front elevation of first floor.

Figure 148: Non-original stonework to front façade.

5.1.2

Elevation – North Eastern Elevation (E2)

DESCRIPTION

Original form and scale of building envelope – unpainted stone finish.
Painted, metallic ventilation grilles.
The veranda is non-original to site
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SIGNIFICANCE

CONDITION

EXCEPTIONAL

HIGH

MODERATE

LITTLE

INTRUSUVE

VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Ground Floor
Stonework to elevation displays water egress and has been poorly repointed with
unsympathetic mortar.
The rear plasterboard structure is an intrusive element within the subject site and should be
removed to reveal the original rear elevation (refer to Section 4.1.7 for original elevation)
Early ground floor veranda elements have been removed and replaced with gravel. Veranda
foundations appear to show original location of earlier columns. The stone foundations for the
veranda are evident.
First Floor
First floor stone work is in poor to good condition. Features non-original and unsympathetic
mortar and water ingress.
Veranda
Two storey open veranda in poor condition along elevation. Water damage and unsafe area.

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Remove
Remove air con units and electrical boxes from original stonework. All works to be
overseen by a suitably qualified Heritage Architect and conducted by a stone mason
with heritage sandstone experience.
Remove intrusive rear addition to original building.
Remove the non-original veranda. A tradesperson with specialist heritage experience
should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
Remove intrusive, non-original ventilation grilles, and replace with ventilation grilles
sympathetic to the character and period of the dwelling. A tradesperson with
specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation
works.
Remove intrusive brick steps to ground floor veranda. Replace with sympathetic
sandstone stepping, with handrail that is pertinent to Australian Standards.
Replace existing gravel ground floor veranda with sandstone flagstone (min. 60mm
thickness) that is sympathetic to the character and period of the dwelling. Introduce a
slate lip to surrounding edge (40mm). A tradesperson with specialist heritage
experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works. All works to be
overseen by a suitably qualified Heritage Architect and conducted by a stone mason
with heritage sandstone experience.
Retain and Conserve
Retain and conserve external envelope.
Assess condition of stone façade. Make good where in poor condition. Refer to
Appendix A for stonework specifications. All works to be overseen by a suitably
qualified Heritage Architect and conducted by a stone mason with heritage sandstone
experience.
Box Metal Awnings
Metal hood awnings (450x225) are to be introduced to the openings along this elevation. Refer
to Appendix A for stonework specifications. All works to be overseen by a suitably qualified
Heritage Architect.
Mortar and pointing
At places where sandstone mortar is in poor condition, check if this is related to leaks in
gutters, downpipes, or other drainage. Refer to Appendix A for stonework specifications. All
works to be overseen by a suitably qualified Heritage Architect and conducted by a stone
mason with heritage sandstone experience.
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Flashing and downpipes
Remove existing non-original elements and replace with round galvanised iron downpipes.
Elements are to be fixed to sandstone with period-appropriate astragals. All works to be
overseen by a suitably qualified Heritage Architect and conducted by a stone mason with
heritage sandstone experience.
Building facade – every 4-12 months
− Conduct a general inspection of the external façades.
− Inspect stone for grime, growth from joints, bird excretion, graffiti, and signs of termite
infestation. Conservation works to be conducted by a stonemason, under the supervision
of a heritage architect
PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Building facade – every 5 years (as necessary)
− Inspect for loose, fretted, broken, or missing stone.
− Heritage stonemason to repair in accordance with Appendix A – Sandstone specifications.
Mortar & pointing
− Inspect every 5 years.
− Inspect for missing or powdery mortar.
− Check for deposits of mortar on the ground.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 149: Northern eastern elevation of dwelling – note nonoriginal timber wall and original stonework
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Figure 151: Image of Intrusive external elements. Note nonoriginal gravel pavement.

Figure 152: Early stone veranda paving to NE elevation.

Figure 153: Non-original veranda and piping to NE elevation.

Figure 154: Non-original brick stepping to elevation.

Figure 155: Intrusive electrical elements

Figure 156: Image of poor mortar joints to first floor facade

Figure 157: Image of non-original and poor conditioned veranda

Figure 158: Image of poor mortar joints to first floor facade
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5.1.3

Elevation – South Eastern Elevation (E3)

DESCRIPTION

SIGNIFICANCE

Original form and scale of building envelope – unpainted stone finish.
Painted, metallic ventilation grilles.
The original envelope of the building is of high significance.
The original stone elevation to the rear of the building has been enclosed by an intrusive
addition.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Stonework to elevation displays water egress and has been poorly repointed with
unsympathetic mortar.
The rear plasterboard structure is an intrusive element within the subject site and
should be removed to reveal the original rear elevation
Remove
Remove the non-original veranda. A tradesperson with specialist heritage
experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
Remove intrusive, non-original ventilation grilles, and replace with ventilation
grilles sympathetic to the character and period of the dwelling. A tradesperson
with specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the
conservation works.
Retain and Conserve
Retain and conserve external envelope.
Assess condition of stone façade. Make good where in poor condition. Refer to
Appendix A for stonework specifications. All works to be overseen by a suitably
qualified Heritage Architect and conducted by a stonemason with heritage
sandstone experience.
Replace existing gravel ground floor veranda with sandstone flagstone that is
sympathetic to the character and period of the dwelling. A tradesperson with
specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the
conservation works.
Mortar and pointing
At places where sandstone mortar is in poor condition, check if this is related to leaks in
gutters, downpipes, or other drainage. Refer to Appendix A for stonework
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specifications. All works to be overseen by a suitably qualified Heritage Architect and
conducted by a stonemason with heritage sandstone experience.
Box Metal Awnings
Metal hood awnings (450x225) are to be introduced to the openings along this
elevation. Refer to Appendix A for stonework specifications. All works to be overseen by
a suitably qualified Heritage Architect.
Flashing and downpipes
Remove existing non-original elements and replace with round galvanised iron
downpipes. Elements are to be fixed to sandstone with period-appropriate astragals. All
works to be overseen by a suitably qualified Heritage Architect and conducted by a
stonemason with heritage sandstone experience.
Building facade – every 4-12 months
− Conduct a general inspection of the external façades.
− Inspect stone for grime, growth from joints, bird excretion, graffiti, and signs of
termite infestation. Works to be conducted by a stonemason, under the supervision
of a heritage architect
Building facade – every 5 years (as necessary)
− Inspect for loose, fretted, broken, or missing stone.
− Heritage stonemason to repair in accordance with Appendix A – Sandstone
specifications.
Mortar & pointing
PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

− Inspect every 5 years.
− Inspect for missing or powdery mortar.
− Check for deposits of mortar on the ground.

VISUAL SURVEY
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5.1.4

Figure 159: View of intrusive rear addition

Figure 160: View of rear elevation

Figure 161: View of existing stonework

Figure 162: View of existing pathway to rear of site

Elevation – South Western Elevation (E4)

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

Original form and scale of building envelope – unpainted stone finish.
Painted, metallic ventilation grilles.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
VERY GOOD
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Ground Floor
Ground floor stonework has been repointed.
Early ground floor veranda elements have been removed and replaced with gravel. Veranda
foundations appear to show original location of earlier columns. The stone foundations for the
veranda are evident.
ED1: timber panelling is in poor condition
First Floor
First floor stone work is in poor to good condition. Features non-original and unsympathetic mortar
and water ingress.
Veranda
Two storey veranda in fair to good condition along elevation.
Veranda
−

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Remove the non-original veranda. A tradesperson with specialist heritage experience
should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
− Replace existing gravel ground floor veranda with sandstone flagstone (min 60mm
thickness) that is sympathetic to the character and period of the dwelling. Introduce a
slate lip to surrounding edge (40mm). A tradesperson with specialist heritage experience
should be employed to undertake the conservation works. All works to be overseen by a
suitably qualified Heritage Architect and conducted by a stone mason with heritage
sandstone experience.
Ventilation Grilles
Remove intrusive, non-original ventilation grilles, and replace with ventilation grilles sympathetic to
the character and period of the dwelling. A tradesperson with specialist heritage experience should
be employed to undertake the conservation works.
Flashing and downpipes
Remove existing non-original elements and replace with round galvanised iron downpipes.
Elements are to be fixed to sandstone with period-appropriate astragals. A tradesperson with
specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
Electrical wiring elements
Remove existing electrical wiring from sandstone walls. A tradesperson with specialist heritage
experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
Timber panelling
Remove existing bubbling paintwork and sand back. Re-paint with Murobond mineral based paint
that is sympathetic and period-appropriate colour scheme.
Retain and Conserve
− Retain and conserve external envelope.
− Assess condition of stone façade. Make good where in poor condition. Refer to Appendix A
for stonework specifications. All works to be overseen by a suitably qualified Heritage
Architect and conducted by a stone mason with heritage sandstone experience.
Box Metal Awnings
Metal hood awnings (450x225) are to be introduced to the openings along this elevation. Refer to
Appendix A for stonework specifications. All works to be overseen by a suitably qualified Heritage
Architect.
At places where sandstone mortar is in poor condition, check if this is related to leaks in gutters,
downpipes, or other drainage. Refer to Appendix A for stonework specifications. All works to be
overseen by a suitably qualified Heritage Architect and conducted by a stone mason with heritage
sandstone experience.
Building facade – every 4-12 months
− Conduct a general inspection of the external façades.
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− Inspect stone for grime, growth from joints, bird excretion, graffiti, and signs of termite
infestation. Works to be conducted by a stonemason, under the supervision of a heritage
architect
Building facade – every 5 years (as necessary)
− Inspect for loose, fretted, broken, or missing stone.
− Heritage stonemason to repair in accordance with Appendix A – Sandstone specifications.
Mortar & pointing
− Inspect every 5 years.
− Inspect for missing or powdery mortar.
− Check for deposits of mortar on the ground.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 163: Existing stonework to ground floor elevation

Figure 164: Existing stonework displaying poor moratr joints

Figure 165: Existing first floor veranda

Figure 166:Image showing poor condition of mortar joints
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5.1.5

Roof & Chimneys

DESCRIPTION

SIGNIFICANCE

Shingled slate roof tiles, stone chimney and terracotta cowls
Four stone chimneys to the roof of the main structure. One brick chimney to the rear structure, above
ground floor kitchen. All appear to be in good condition.
All chimneys were repaired during prior works. This includes stone repairs, cleaning and clearing
chimney stacks.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Slate roof tiles are mostly in good condition, particularly at the main roof planes. Some tiles exhibit
delamination, grime build-up, and some minor damage.
Stone chimneys are in fair to good condition, however some of the mortar has failed.
Roofing
Ensure roof is watertight.
Slate roof tiles
− Retain and conserve slate roof.
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− The tiles which exhibit some delamination and minor damage should be retained and conserved in
situ if it is assessed by a suitably-qualified tradesperson that they pose no risk to the dwelling.
Where it is assessed that these tiles pose a risk and require replacement, the damaged tile should
be carefully removed by hand and replaced with a tile of matching thickness, dimensions and
colour as existing. New tiles are to be centre nailed, not head nailed. A tradesperson with specialist
heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
− Where tiles require cleaning, in the first instance use a solution of bicarbonate soda and water with
a damp cloth.
Chimney stacks
Retain and conserve. Refer to sandstone and mortar specifications in Appendix A.
Terracotta Chimney Pots
− Retain and Conserve.
Slate roof tiles – generally
− Where damage to tiles is found and the tile requires replacement, the damaged tile should be
carefully removed by hand and replaced with a tile of matching thickness, dimensions and colour
as existing. New tiles are to be centre nailed, not head nailed.

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

− Where grime is found on slate tiles and requires cleaning, in the first instance use a solution of
bicarbonate soda and water with a damp cloth. A tradesperson with specialist heritage experience
should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
Slate roof tiles – every 7 years
− Inspect for tiles that have slipped, cracked or broken
− Inspect for tiles that have become porous
Chimney stacks
Refer to sandstone and mortar specifications in Appendix A.
Terracotta pots
Repair with like-for-like elements as necessary.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 167: View towards stone chimney stacks
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Figure 169: View of rear brick and stone chimneys

5.1.6

Figure 170: View towards rear stone chimney

Windows – North Eastern Elevation

DESCRIPTION

SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

Timber-framed sash windows frames at all elevations, glazing, hardware.
Most window frames underwent repairs during previous works to the site. All in good
condition.
Sympathetic materials introduced.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Windows and associated elements exhibit no signs of damage or disrepair.
Windows

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

−

Intrusive, unsympathetic windows (GW2, GW3, Gw4) are non-original to site and are to be
removed.

−

Retain and conserve windows (GW1, FW1, FW2)

Re-introduce element
−

Introduce window opening to element ED6. The window opening should be a periodappropriate sash window. Works should be completed to heritage architects’ details. A
tradesperson with specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the
conservation works.
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Sash windows generally
− All windows to be eased – check sash boxes and counterweights to ensure that the upper and
lower sashes fully slide up and down.
− Engage a suitably-qualified tradesperson to repair windows if found to be inoperable.
− Any repair works are to be undertaken in-situ.
− If decayed timber needs to be removed to form a splice or patch repair, take off just enough
timber to allow an effective repair. Always fit the new material to the profile of the existing.
Minor decay and loose joints on sashes can often be repaired by removing the decay and
repairing with epoxy using brass angle brackets let into the surface on the inner face.
Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Box Metal Awnings
Metal hood awnings (450x225) are to be introduced to the openings along this elevation. Refer
to Appendix A for stonework specifications. All works to be overseen by a suitably qualified
Heritage Architect.
Generally – every 12 months
− Inspect for loose or damaged mouldings, architraves, decayed stiles at sill level, weathered
sills, sashes that bind, noisy pulley wheels that need to be oiled, and sash cords that are
decayed or broken.
− Check strength by raising weight by hand and dropping - if cord is sound it will carry weight
at bottom of drop.
− Inspect for loose or decayed sash joints.
PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

− Check internal faces around windows for stains that can indicate failed flashing.
− All windows to be eased; check sash boxes and counterweights to ensure that the upper
and lower sashes slide fully up and down.
− Inspect for dampness in timber.
− Identify signs of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
− A tradesperson with specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the
conservation works.
Painting finish
− Inspect every 2.5 years
− Inspect for paint deterioration, failure or damage and grime generally.
− Inspect for deterioration, peeling, bubbling or cracking of paint that may indicate water
entry.
− Introduced paint should be Murobond mineral based paint of a sympathetic, periodappropriate colour scheme
− Avoid:
▪ Painting surfaces never intended for painting (such as glass panels and hardware).
▪ Inappropriate colours for repainting.
▪ Inappropriate paint types.
▪ Excessive exposure to original lead-based paint.
Hardware
Where existing hardware is found to be damaged or broken, replace with like-for-like elements.

VISUAL SURVEY
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Figure 171: view of intrusive window openings (GW2, GW3, GW4)

Figure 172: View towards window openings (FW2 & GW1)

Figure 173: View towards window opening GW1

Figure 174: View towards window opening FW1

5.1.7

Windows – South Eastern Elevation

DESCRIPTION

Timber-framed sash windows frames at all elevations, glazing, hardware.
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SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

Most window frames underwent repairs during previous works to the site. All in good
condition.
Sympathetic materials introduced.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Windows and associated elements exhibit no signs of damage or disrepair.
Windows

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Intrusive, unsympathetic window (GW5) is non-original to site and is to be removed.
Retain and conserve (FW3)
Box Metal Awnings
Metal hood awnings (450x225) are to be introduced to the openings along this elevation.
Refer to Appendix A for stonework specifications. All works to be overseen by a suitably
qualified Heritage Architect.
Sash windows generally
− All windows to be eased – check sash boxes and counterweights to ensure that the upper
and lower sashes fully slide up and down.
− Engage a suitably-qualified tradesperson to repair windows if found to be inoperable.
− Any repair works are to be undertaken in-situ.
− If decayed timber needs to be removed to form a splice or patch repair, take off just enough
timber to allow an effective repair. Always fit the new material to the profile of the existing.
Minor decay and loose joints on sashes can often be repaired by removing the decay and
repairing with epoxy using brass angle brackets let into the surface on the inner face.
Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Generally – every 12 months
− Inspect for loose or damaged mouldings, architraves, decayed stiles at sill level,
weathered sills, sashes that bind, noisy pulley wheels that need to be oiled, and sash
cords that are decayed or broken.

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

− Check strength by raising weight by hand and dropping - if cord is sound it will carry
weight at bottom of drop.
− Inspect for loose or decayed sash joints.
− Check internal faces around windows for stains that can indicate failed flashing.
− All windows to be eased; check sash boxes and counterweights to ensure that the upper
and lower sashes slide fully up and down.
− Inspect for dampness in timber.
− Identify signs of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
− A tradesperson with specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the
conservation works.
Painting finish
− Inspect every 2.5 years
− Inspect for paint deterioration, failure or damage and grime generally.
− Inspect for deterioration, peeling, bubbling or cracking of paint that may indicate water
entry.
− Introduced paint should be Murobond mineral based paint of a sympathetic, periodappropriate colour scheme
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− Avoid:
▪ Painting surfaces never intended for painting (such as glass panels and hardware).
▪ Inappropriate colours for repainting.
▪ Inappropriate paint types.
▪ Excessive exposure to original lead-based paint.
Hardware
Where existing hardware is found to be damaged or broken, replace with like-for-like
elements.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 175: View of window opening (GW5)

5.1.8

Figure 176: View towards first floor window opening (FW3)

Windows – South Western Elevation

DESCRIPTION

SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

Timber-framed sash windows frames at all elevations, glazing, hardware.
Most window frames underwent repairs during previous works to the site. All in good
condition.
Sympathetic materials introduced.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Windows and associated elements exhibit no signs of damage or disrepair.
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Windows
−
−

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION ACTIONS

Retain and conserve windows to ground floor (GW6, GW7, GW8, GW9, GW10)
Retain and conserve windows to first floor (FW4, FW5)

Re-introduce element
Introduce window opening to element ED11. The window opening should be a periodappropriate sash window. A tradesperson with specialist heritage experience should be
employed to undertake the conservation works. Works should be completed to heritage
architects’ details.
Box Metal Awnings
Metal hood awnings (450x225) are to be introduced to the openings (excluding ED1)along this
elevation. Refer to Appendix A for stonework specifications. All works to be overseen by a
suitably qualified Heritage Architect.
Sash windows generally
− All windows to be eased – check sash boxes and counterweights to ensure that the upper and
lower sashes fully slide up and down.
− Engage a suitably-qualified tradesperson to repair windows if found to be inoperable.
− Any repair works are to be undertaken in-situ.
− If decayed timber needs to be removed to form a splice or patch repair, take off just enough
timber to allow an effective repair. Always fit the new material to the profile of the existing.
Minor decay and loose joints on sashes can often be repaired by removing the decay and
repairing with epoxy using brass angle brackets let into the surface on the inner face.
Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Generally – every 12 months
− Inspect for loose or damaged mouldings, architraves, decayed stiles at sill level, weathered
sills, sashes that bind, noisy pulley wheels that need to be oiled, and sash cords that are
decayed or broken.

PLANNED
CONSERVATION ACTIONS

− Check strength by raising weight by hand and dropping - if cord is sound it will carry weight
at bottom of drop.
− Inspect for loose or decayed sash joints.
− Check internal faces around windows for stains that can indicate failed flashing.
− All windows to be eased; check sash boxes and counterweights to ensure that the upper and
lower sashes slide fully up and down.
− Inspect for dampness in timber.
− Identify signs of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
− A tradesperson with specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the
conservation works.
Painting finish
− Inspect every 2.5 years
− Inspect for paint deterioration, failure or damage and grime generally.
− Inspect for deterioration, peeling, bubbling or cracking of paint that may indicate water
entry.
− Introduced paint should be Murobond mineral based paint of a sympathetic, periodappropriate colour scheme
− Avoid:
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▪ Painting surfaces never intended for painting (such as glass panels and hardware).
▪ Inappropriate colours for repainting.
▪ Inappropriate paint types.
▪ Excessive exposure to original lead-based paint.
Hardware
Where existing hardware is found to be damaged or broken, replace with like-for-like elements.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 177: View of window openings FW4 & FW5

Figure 178: View of window openings GW9 & GW10

Figure 179: View of window openings GW8

Figure 180: View of window openings GW6
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5.1.9

Doors – North Western Elevation

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION
IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Stone thresholds to interior of dwelling, timber panelled French doors with glazed transoms.
Most openings underwent repairs during previous works to the site. All in good condition.
Sympathetic materials introduced.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Doors and associated elements exhibit no signs of damage or disrepair.
Doors, architraves
Retain and conserve. Re-paint with sympathetic and period-appropriate colour scheme.
Generally – every 12 months
Doors
− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any
repair work is to be contained to the damaged sections only.
− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years). Introduced paint should be Murobond
mineral based paint of a sympathetic, period-appropriate colour scheme
Timber elements

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

−
−
−
−

Inspect general condition.
Inspect for dampness in members.
Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out a
splice repair instead of replacing the entire member. A tradesperson with specialist
heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.

Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Stone threshold
The stone threshold should be allowed to wear naturally.
Hardware
Where existing hardware is found to be damaged or broken, replace with like-for-like
elements.
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VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 181: View towards openings ED2-ED5 and ED12-ED14

Figure 182: View towards openings ED2-ED5 and ED12-ED14

Figure 183: View towards ground floor opening ED5

Figure 184: View towards first floor opening ED12

Figure 185: View towards first floor external openings ED12-ED14
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5.1.10 Doors – North Eastern Elevation

DESCRIPTION

SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Stone thresholds to interior of dwelling, timber panelled door with glazed transoms.
Most openings underwent repairs during previous works to the site. All in good condition.
Sympathetic materials introduced.
Doors, architraves and furniture are not original yet are sympathetic in design and detail.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Doors and associated elements exhibit no signs of damage or disrepair.
Doors and architraves
External Door (ED6) is not original to site. Element should be removed and replaced with
window opening. The window opening should be a period-appropriate sash window. A
tradesperson with specialist heritage experience should be employed to undertake the
conservation works. Works should be completed to heritage architects’ details.
External Door (ED7) is not original to site and is constructed of unsympathetic material.
Element to be removed.
External Door (ED9) is not original to site and is constructed of unsympathetic material.
Element to be replaced with a sympathetic door that demonstrates the character and
period of the dwelling.
Box Metal Awnings
Metal hood awnings (450x225) are to be introduced to the openings along this elevation.
Refer to Appendix A for stonework specifications. All works to be overseen by a suitably
qualified Heritage Architect.
Generally – every 12 months
Doors
− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any
repair work is to be contained to the damaged sections only.

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years). Introduced paint should be
Murobond mineral based paint of a sympathetic, period-appropriate colour scheme

Timber elements
− Inspect general condition.
− Inspect for dampness in members.
− Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
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− Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out a
splice repair instead of replacing the entire member. A tradesperson with specialist
heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 186: View of external ground floor opening ED9

Figure 187: View of external ground floor opening ED9

Figure 188: View of external ground floor opening ED7

Figure 189: View of external ground floor opening ED6
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5.1.11 Doors – South Eastern Elevation

DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION
IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Non-original opening constructed of timber and glass. All in good condition.
EXCEPTIONAL

HIGH

MODERATE

LITTLE

INTRUSUVE

VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Doors and associated elements exhibit no signs of damage or disrepair.
Intrusive element (ED8)
Doors and architraves
External Door (ED8) is not original to site and is constructed of unsympathetic material.
Element should be removed.

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

VISUAL SURVEY
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Figure 190: View towards external opening ED8

5.1.12 Doors – South Western Elevation

DESCRIPTION

SIGNIFICANCE
CONDITION

IMMEDIATE
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Stone thresholds to interior of dwelling, timber panelled front door with stained glass
transom and tessellated tile entry, timber panelled ground and first floor external doors.
Most openings underwent repairs during previous works to the site. All in good condition.
Sympathetic materials introduced.
EXCEPTIONAL
HIGH
MODERATE
LITTLE
INTRUSUVE
VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

Doors and associated elements exhibit no signs of damage or disrepair.
Ground floor
Retain existing ground floor main entry (ED1)
Investigate water ingress to timber panelling and re-paint where necessary.
Remove intrusive aluminium security gate to door (ED10)
First Floor
Reinstate door ED11 to original window opening. The window opening should be a periodappropriate sash window. A tradesperson with specialist heritage experience should be
employed to undertake the conservation works. Works should be completed to heritage
architects’ details.
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Generally – every 12 months
Doors
− Where any damage is found, elements to be repaired in situ where practicable. Any
repair work is to be contained to the damaged sections only.
− Repaint as necessary (approx. every 10-15 years). Introduced paint should be Murobond
mineral based paint of a sympathetic, period-appropriate colour scheme
Timber elements
−
−
−
−

PLANNED
CONSERVATION
ACTIONS

Inspect general condition.
Inspect for dampness in members.
Inspect for evidence of termite infestation or wet or dry rot.
Where fabric is to be repaired or replaced, in the first instance attempt to carry out a
splice repair instead of replacing the entire member. A tradesperson with specialist
heritage experience should be employed to undertake the conservation works.
Refer to Appendix A for timber specifications.
Box Metal Awnings
Metal hood awnings (450x225) are to be introduced to the openings along this elevation
(excluding ED1). Refer to Appendix A for stonework specifications. All works to be overseen
by a suitably qualified Heritage Architect.
Stone threshold
The stone threshold should be allowed to wear naturally.
Tessellated tiles
Clean with appropriate substance
Hardware
Where existing hardware is found to be damaged or broken, replace with like-for-like
elements.
VISUAL SURVEY

Figure 191: Image of external opening ED1
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Figure 193: Image of poor condition of timber panelling to ED1

Figure 194: Image of tessalated tiles and stone threshold of
ED1

Figure 195: Image of poor condition of timber panelling to ED1

Figure 196: Image of external opening ED10

Figure 197: Image of external opening to first floor (ED11)

Figure 198: Image of external opening to first floor (ED11)
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6.0 APPENDIX A
6.1

Sandstone Specifications

Staging:
Step 1: A suitably qualified heritage stonemason is to carry out a detailed survey of the existing
sandstone condition noting evidence of cracks, movements, fissures and carbonaceous inclusions.
Step 2: The stonemason is to prepare detailed drawings showing each element in plan, section and
elevation and propose necessary replacement, indenting or retention of existing stone as required by
condition.
Step 3: The heritage architect is to be consulted and peruse the drawings of the proposed sandstone
masonry scope for comments. Drawings are to be adjusted according to the heritage architect’s
comments.
Step 4: The stonemason is to provide costing for work (to include material and labour) prior to
commencing work.
Specifications:
•

Existing joints are to be obeyed and no new joints should be introduced where not originally
existing.

•

Remove all paint residue and mortar from stone. Stonework must be left uncovered.

•

All new bedding and pointing mortars are to be lime-based in accordance with best
stonemasonry practice. H21 advocates a pointing mix of 1:2:9 (1 part cement, 2 parts lime and
9 parts sand). The pointing mix is to be pre-batched by weight and not volumetrically by
Westox or similar approved products.

•

Clean stone where necessary with light soaking and scrubbing with bristle brushes followed
by a final rinse. Avoid abrasives and chemicals.

•

Do not treat paint or seal any sandstone element which may inhibit transference of moisture
from stone to stone.

Allow the heritage architect to carry out intermediate and final inspection of the work as it ensues.
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6.2

Timber Specifications
•

Qualified heritage carpenter to inspect all existing joinery and determine condition of each
element including doors, door frames, architraves, windows, windows frames, bargeboard,
fireplace surrounds, picture rails, skirting and other timber elements as identified in the
Schedule of Conservation Works.

•

Heritage carpenter to remove all paint to joinery in accordance with pertinent AS standards,
especially where lead paint if found.

•

If the element is stable and free of defects, retain.

•

If the element is structurally unsound, unstable, subject to white ant and/or dry rot, either
partially or fully replace applying the Burra Charter principle “to remove as much as necessary
but as little as possible”.

•

When damaged, remove the entire thickness of the damaged area and geometrically splice in
a matching section exactly to the thickness, shape, profile, form and species of the original
timber.

•

Sand all repaired and sound timber elements to timber substrate and prepare for repainting
in accordance with the paint manufacturer’s specifications and AS 2311. Colours to be chosen
in consultation with the heritage architect.

•

All doors, windows and shutters to be eased and counterweights and sash boxes checked to
ensure that the upper and lower sashes slide fully up and down. Repair as necessary.

•

All hardware to doors must be traditional Late-Victorian metals to be chosen in consultation
with heritage architect.

•

All works and repairs are to be undertaken in accordance with the National Timber Framing
Code (AS 1684).
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